Abstract—The significant improvements in technology that have been seen in recent years have resulted in a shift in the computing paradigm: from isolated computational tasks to distributed tasks executed in multi-party settings. Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC) allows for multiple parties to jointly compute a function on their private inputs. Unfortunately, traditional MPC algorithms are inefficient in the presence of a large number of participants. Moreover, in the traditional setting, MPC is only concerned with privacy of the input values. However, there is often a need to preserve the privacy of individuals on the basis of the output of the computation. Techniques proposed by the Trusted Computing community have shown promise in the context of new secure and efficient large-scale applications. In this paper, we define and analyse several use cases related to large-scale applications of the MPC paradigm. From these use cases, we derive requirements and criteria to evaluate certain MPC protocols used for large-scale applications. Furthermore, we propose the utilisation of a Trustworthy Remote Entity and privacy-preserving algorithms to achieve confidentiality and privacy in such settings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s computational tasks are significantly different from those intended at the beginning of the personal computing era. In contrast to these often isolated and private computational tasks performed by individuals, nowadays several devices, owned by one or more entities, operate together in a distributed and ubiquitous network. These operational tasks are no longer isolated and conducted privately, but, rather, involve the joint execution of computational tasks on the private information of multiple parties.

The secure computation of a function in such a setting is referred to in the literature as secure multi-party computation (MPC) [1]. It is one of the most general and important problems in cryptography. The secure multi-party computation problem is defined by a set of parties $P_1, \ldots, P_n$, each with their private input $x_1, \ldots, x_n$, jointly computing a function $f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = y$. To achieve security in the MPC setting, the properties of (input) privacy, correctness, independence of inputs, fairness and guaranteed output delivery as defined in [1] must be fulfilled by any protocol instantiation. Yet, entities participating in the MPC protocol might be mutually untrusted. Lindell et al. [1] elaborate on the adversarial model of static and adaptive adversaries that demonstrate semi-honest (i.e. passive), covert or malicious (i.e. active) behaviour.

The simplest solution to this problem is to share the private data with a mutually trusted party — with that party being trusted to compute the function. However, such a trust relationship can not always be established and so early results from the 1980s have shown the feasibility of replacing the trusted party with a cryptographic protocol to achieve the same level of security. Theoretical research in the 1980s and 1990s gave rise to the results of Yao [2], the GMW [3] protocol by Goldreich, Micali and Wigderson, the BMR [4] protocol by Beaver, Micali and Rogaway, and the BGW [5] protocol by Ben-Or, Goldwasser and Wigderson. All of these protocols utilise garbled circuits: the Yao, GMW and BMR protocols are based on Boolean circuits; the BGW protocol is based on arithmetic circuits. Moreover, the underlying cryptographic primitive of Yao and GMW is oblivious transfer [6]. BMR and BGW make use of secret sharing [7, 8].

All of the above protocols elaborate on a general approach to MPC, whereas there has been limited research on function-specific MPC. This results from insignificant performance improvements of function specific protocols and the more general applicability of a non-function specific protocol to real-world applications. However, through recent developments and tremendous improvements in technology, there has been an increase in the development of practical MPC protocols. This includes the results on fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) [9] by Gentry and some combinations and real-world implementations of the above mentioned protocols — VIFF [10], TASTY [11], Sharemind [12] and...
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MPC faces an additional problem. The above mentioned operations in case of malicious entities \[17\]. Solving the MPC sizes \[15\], \[16\]; and the extensive use of cryptographic operations in case of malicious entities \[17\]. Solving the MPC problem efficiently is one of the key goals of cryptography.

Nevertheless, to be applicable to real-world applications, MPC faces an additional problem. The above mentioned protocols are only concerned with the problem of input privacy. However, the privacy-preservation of the output function computation itself (i.e. the result of \(f())\), which we refer to as output privacy, is not considered. Hence, if the output of the function leaks information on the input, the whole MPC protocol fails.

Consider the following example as adapted from \[1\]. Two or more parties \(P_1, \ldots, P_n\) want to compute the average of their earnings. However, consider \(n - 1\) colluding parties. Without any additional checks and the knowledge of the colluding parties, the output of the average computation leaks the input of party \(P_n\). In the case of a two-party computation, each of the two parties can easily learn the opposite input with the knowledge of their own earnings and the average earnings by simply reversing the operations.

In this paper, we explore this issue in the context of emerging widespread applications. In more detail, we include applications from the traditional MPC setting, but focus on bigger classes of problems — large-scale applications operating with big data, complex operations or a large number of participants. As a first step in this direction, we give consideration to use cases, and establish requirements and criteria for such applications.

In this context, Trusted Computing (TC) \[18\] has emerged from the need that a computing system should be trusted to consistently behave in an expected way enforced by hardware and software. TC provides techniques that guarantee secure computation in a potentially hostile environment. These comprise attestation, isolation of memory regions, and secure storage of data values. Moreover, TC ensures that each user is running the correct software (i.e. protocol), by measuring and attesting the software stack. Currently available applications include cloud computing \[19\], digital rights management \[20\] and verification of outsourced computation in grid computing \[21\].

In order to overcome the shortcomings of current MPC implementations we propose to apply the Trustworthy Remote Entity (TRE) \[22\] to the MPC setting. In contrast to the concept of a trusted third party in the ideal world model of the MPC setting, a TRE uses concepts of the TC domain in order to prove its trustworthy behaviour to other parties. Such a TRE can be established using a trusted platform module (TPM) introduced by the TCG\[7\] or by using trusted execution environments (TEE) such as ARM Trustzone\[23\] or Intel® SGX \[24\]. Moreover, to achieve output privacy in this setting, we propose to deploy privacy-preserving algorithms on the TRE. This concept is applicable to a wide range of MPC applications, including electronic voting schemes, auctions, genomics, intrusion detection and privacy-preserving data mining.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II we motivate the approach of using the TRE for privacy-preserving multi-party computation. Section III provides some background on the TRE and Intel® SGX. In Section IV we present and analyse selected use cases for the application of privacy-preserving multi-party computation. In Section V we derive requirements and criteria from the previous analysis for large-scale privacy-preserving multi-party applications. In Section VII we summarise the contribution of this paper and, importantly, outline our plans for future work in this area.

II. Motivation

A wide range of new applications\[1\] for distributed, ubiquitous and secure multi-party computation has evolved from the concept of ‘big data’ and the tremendous improvements and developments in technology for the Internet of Things (IoT). These applications handle sensitive inputs (i.e. personally-identifying values), which arise from primary artefacts or patterns and correlations in data that may be derived in an unexpected or previously infeasible way in the presence of potential adversaries. Hence, new confidentiality and privacy challenges arise. In order to address these challenges, there is clearly a need for practical MPC solutions that operate in a secure and privacy-preserving way.

Unfortunately, currently proposed MPC solutions suffer from inefficiency with regard to complex operations and/or large-scale applications. Examples include the following.

Communication Overhead. Many proposed protocols have large polynomials as their computational and communication complexity (e.g. \(O(n^8)\) for an implementation of the BGW protocol \[5\], \[14\]). In order to establish feasible protocols for large-scale implementations, protocols should be independent of these factors. Therefore, Damgård and Nielsen \[28\] proposed MPC protocols that reduce to linear complexity of \(O(n)\) for passive security, and quadratic complexity \(O(n^2)\) in the case of active security. Additionally, to solve
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2Using ARM Trustzone\[23\] additional attestation protocols are required in order to construct a TRE.
3See \[25\] for a discussion of challenges and applications in ‘big data’ and \[26\] for a discussion of open problems in multi-party computation.
communication complexity in large-scale applications one must consider the concepts of communication locality [29], load balancing [28] or building so-called quorums [30].

Enormous Key Sizes. To achieve a moderate level of security (i.e. adversary attack complexity) in a fully homomorphic encryption based MPC scheme, there is a need for enormous key sizes (e.g. between 800 MB and 2.3 GB for a public key and a security level $\lambda = 72$ bits [15], [16]). Another potential problem is that each participant in the computation needs to share the same key to perform the homomorphic operations, which again leads to a communication overhead during the key exchange.

Use of Expensive Operations. Guaranteeing privacy for an MPC protocol in the malicious setting is typically harder and more expensive. Hence, it involves the use of complex operations and results in an overhead in communication (e.g. the cut-and-choose technique [17]). Moreover, depending on the number of corrupted parties, MPC properties such as fairness or guaranteed output delivery can not be obtained [11].

Moreover, current MPC protocol solutions are only concerned with input privacy, but do not protect against any leaks from the function’s output. However, this type of leakage can result in failure of the privacy requirement of the whole MPC protocol. Hence, there is a clear need to implement privacy-preserving methods for the function output.

Research on Trusted Computing (TC) techniques has given rise to the establishment of secure and trustworthy applications in various computing fields (e.g. large-scale computing, cloud computing, and multi-party settings). Contrary to the typically more expensive cryptographic approaches, TC offers often a more general-purpose and efficient approach with still reasonable security guarantees. Especially for large-scale applications, the trade-off between the strong mathematical guarantees of the cryptographic approach to the efficiency of TC must be considered.

In this context, and in order to improve upon the above shortcomings of MPC, we propose a different approach. Our model takes elements from the TC domain and combines them with privacy algorithms from the privacy-preserving data mining domain to achieve input and output preservation of MPC applications. In particular, we use the concept of the Trustworthy Remote Entity of Paverd [22].

A TRE is developed using trusted execution environments, where in particular Intel® SGX instructions seem to be a good fit. The advantages of SGX include a reduced trusted computing stack, isolation of program code and data from other applications, secure storage, and the possibility of local and remote attestation to prove its trustworthy behaviour to other parties.

Additionally, the combination of the TRE with privacy-preserving algorithms such as differential privacy [31] can help to prevent algorithmic re-identification of data artefacts and patterns from the processed output function. Furthermore, application users are able to specify a privacy-budget to manifest their level of trust in the computation.

III. BACKGROUND

In the following, we present some background information on secure multi-party computation, the Trustworthy Remote Entity and Intel® Software Guard Extensions.

A. Secure Multiparty Computation

The secure multi-party computation problem is defined as follows. A set of parties $P_1, \ldots, P_n$, each with their private input $x_1, \ldots, x_n$, jointly compute a function $f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = y$. Here, $f()$ is not restricted and can be any function whatsoever. Moreover, to achieve security in the MPC setting, the properties of (input) privacy, correctness, independence of inputs, fairness and guaranteed output delivery as defined in [11] must be fulfilled by any protocol instantiation. Figure 1 illustrates some MPC examples, which are discussed in Section IV.

B. Trustworthy Remote Entity

Paverd introduced the concept of a Trustworthy Remote Entity [22]. His existing TRE prototype (24k lines of code, bare metal application using TXT® and the TPM) addresses the smart grid instance [22]. Contrary to a trusted third party, users are not required to blindly trust the operations of a Trustworthy Remote Entity. Instead, the TRE makes use of techniques from the TC domain (e.g. remote attestation) to ensure its technical guarantees of trustworthiness. Figure 2 illustrates the features of a TRE — isolation of code and data, secure storage of data, and remote attestation. We note
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here that a TRE can prove its trustworthy behaviour to either communication partners or another TRE. Additionally, a TRE is capable of privacy-preserving bi-directional communication. The TRE implementation of Paverd utilises a final state attestation protocol, which improves the performance of the attestation by a factor of 16 (or approximately 1500%) [22], compared to an attestation based on a TPM v1.2. Using a SGX-based TRE implementation, it is likely that the attestation performance is significantly higher, since all operations are carried out on the main CPU. Moreover, using Intel® SGX instructions, we can ensure to minimise the Trusted Computing Base in order to achieve effective and low-cost results.

C. Intel® SGX

Intel® Software Guard Extension [24], [33], [34] allows the allocation of private memory locations within user-space code to protect against other potentially malicious processes at the same or a higher level such as kernel-space drivers, the operating system or virtual machine manager. Such an application can contain several trusted parts (so called enclaves) and untrusted parts. Moreover, SGX ensures hardware-enforced isolation of these trusted memory pages (i.e. code and data pages) and supports secure storage of these on the hard disk. (See Figure 3 for more details on the above concepts). Furthermore, an application using enclaves can perform local and remote attestation to other enclaves. Applications deploying SGX can therefore effectively minimise the Trusted Computing Base, which comes in very handy when building large-scale applications. Additionally, Hoekstra et al. [33] present some applications using SGX technology.

IV. USE CASES

We have defined several use cases for large-scale applications in the multi-party setting. We split these use cases into two parts, on the basis of their underlying computational model — either the client-server model (i.e. many-to-one) or the MPC model (i.e. many-to-many). We note that a comprehensive survey of all applicable MPC use cases would be impossible; rather, we focus on considering a representative sample of use cases to motivate and validate our research. Additionally, due to space limitations, we have chosen to characterise each use case briefly.

A. Smart Grid

The smart grid operates on privacy-sensitive values and comprises a huge amount of mutually distrustful parties. MPC techniques can be used to manage energy resources in a more efficient and economical way. We have identified the following three information flows of a modern smart grid. The first two follow the client-server model, whereas the third follows the MPC model.

PROBLEM 1. (Network Monitoring) In order to generate and distribute energy resources in an efficient and reliable way, the energy provider has an interest in gaining as much information (e.g. time-of-use; energy usage) as possible from the energy consumer. Therefore, each consumer has to supply the energy provider with measurements of their energy consumption at certain time intervals (e.g. half-hourly; hourly; daily). However, these measurements contain privacy-sensitive information. Through non-intrusive load monitoring techniques [36] a potential malicious energy provider can detect patterns and artefacts in the overall energy consumption of various appliances and therefore diminish the privacy of the consumer.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) highly-time dependent energy measurements, anonymity of energy consumer

PROBLEM 2. (Billing) The smart grid enables the deployment of new billing schemes such as time-of-use or dynamic billing. While in the time-of-use scheme, the price varies during certain times of the day, in the dynamic billing scheme the price varies depending on the energy demand. For these schemes, the energy provider has to supply the consumer with the varying prices. However, the energy provider does not trust a potential malicious consumer to calculate their bill on their own. Mutually, the consumer does not trust the potential malicious provider to calculate the bill. Moreover, the protocol must protect against fraud of customer and disrupted or falsified pricing information.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) time-sensitive billing information, anonymity of energy consumer, non-repudiation of energy consumer

PROBLEM 3. (Demand control) Demand control is a proactive solution to establish a reliable and robust smart grid for unpredictable consumer behaviour or unplanned drops or rises in energy consumption. In such a case, the energy provider broadcasts a request for reduction of energy to the consumers. Next, the provider and consumer interact in a bidding protocol to reduce the energy demand. However, in this protocol the privacy of the bids and anonymity of the bidders should be guaranteed.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) privacy of bids, anonymity of bidder, non-repudiation of bidder
B. Road Pricing

New tolling and road pricing schemes need to capture and analyse a high load of privacy-sensitive values during certain times of the day. Optimised MPC solutions using privacy-preserving analytics algorithms can be used to solve this problem. We have identified two information flows following the client-server model in the road pricing scenario.

Problem 4. (Traffic Monitoring) Traffic authorities have an increasing interest in gathering traffic information and performing analysis on this data. There are several ways to collect this information; an efficient way is to detect passing vehicles using identifiers (e.g., license plate, on-board-unit) at toll stations placed at certain road segments. The collected information can then be used to analyse road usage in order to detect and prevent traffic jams or congestion, to get statistics on road deterioration, and to get information on what type of vehicles (e.g., car, truck, motorcycle) are using the road. Furthermore, the results can be used in route planners. However, the collected information is privacy-sensitive in forms of real time tracking and the detection of movement patterns of certain vehicles.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) Location and time of road usage, anonymity of vehicle

Problem 5. (Billing) Such a system enables new road billing schemes, where the vehicle driver can be charged on the basis of distance and time (e.g., rush hour) of road usage. Additionally, this includes pay-as-you-drive insurance schemes or vehicle and road taxes, which only charge the driver when the car is in use. In order to support these schemes, the vehicle driver must commit to the submission of detailed traffic information (e.g., location of vehicle, time of use) to the system. However, to be deployable, the system must be fraud resistant and assure vehicle drivers’ privacy.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) Anonymity of vehicle, non-repudiation of vehicle

C. Privacy-Preserving Data Mining

Privacy-preserving data mining is concerned with the problem that two or more parties want to discover and analyse patterns in their private databases. In a large-scale setting, this can involve either databases with many tuples per relation (i.e., entries per table), or a small amount of tuples, but with each entry consisting of large-scale values. By using TC and MPC techniques, this problem can be solved in a privacy-preserving way. In the following, we identify two different scenarios of privacy-preserving data mining following the MPC model.

Problem 6. (Genomics) To learn more about the outbreak and behaviour of diseases, databases from several research groups and hospitals can be combined to allow for a more extensive and global analysis. These databases might consist of two different sets of data types: genomics data sets, containing high-order genetic information (i.e., 3 – 4 million data points per entry); and clinical data sets, containing various other identifying and privacy-sensitive data about the patient. Additionally, there are many constraints in designing such a system. First, there are several legal issues in the transfer of patient data between various countries. Second, several privacy-sensitive values can be found in both data types. For example, genetic data can reveal kinship to other persons. Furthermore, patient data, especially when releasing information about the disease, includes sensitive data values about the ethnicity or the location (e.g., small village) of the patients.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) Anonymity of patients, privacy of location and ethnicity of patients

Problem 7. (Intrusion detection) In the intrusion detection use case we represent three different scenarios. In the first scenario, consider two or more companies — each of them having a database containing metrics of intrusion behaviour. In order to improve their intrusion detection systems they need to share data patterns relevant to hackers’ behaviour. However, sharing these data values might reveal privacy-sensitive information on their own intrusion detection system. Hence, such a model must support data mining or

\footnote{For example, consider an insurance company learning this information and raising the insurance fees in case of the detection of a high likelihood of heritable diseases such as certain types of cancer.}
machine learning operations while protecting each private database.

For the second scenario, consider a company that has recorded the adversary’s behaviour during a recent break-in. Clearly, it does not want to share this information, since it contains privacy-sensitive data of the company’s system. However, to identify the adversary it must query several profile databases without revealing its content.

In the third scenario, employees of a company are monitored to detect if they leak any sensitive-information to outsiders (e.g. competitive companies). Thereby, the behaviour of the employee must be monitored in real-time and compared to the set of sensitive information. If the employee crosses a certain threshold, an alarm can be raised. However, such a system must respect innocent employees’ privacy.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) privacy of databases or sensitive data pattern, privacy of employee

D. Auctions

In an auction, participants publicly announce their bids for certain goods. Yet, such information might be privacy-sensitive, for example, by leaking information on the competitiveness of a company or by revealing information on personal assets. In this context, MPC techniques can prevent other parties from learning the private inputs of certain participants.

Problem 8. (Auctions) In order to select the winner of an auction, the auctioneer must learn the inputs of all participating parties. From the public announcement of the bid, other parties learn certain information about each of the participants. Moreover, often even the detection of participation in an auction can reveal sensitive information. Therefore, a system modelling this scenario has to produce the correct output (i.e. the winner of the auction), obfuscate the participation, and protect the private inputs of each participant.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) privacy of bids, anonymity of bidder

E. Elections

In an election scheme, participants submit their votes in favour of a particular candidate. These election schemes are often majority votes between certain candidates. The election process is typically operated by a trusted third party and performed in a secret manner (i.e. other participants cannot learn the vote of individuals). In applying techniques of TC and MPC, the trusted third party can be dropped.

Problem 9. (Voting) To select the majority of votes in an election scheme, the private votes of the participating parties have to be analysed. This analysis has to result in the correct output (e.g. majority) of the collected votes and must be performed in a way that preserves privacy and anonymity.

However, voting typically includes various other restrictions such as only registered voters are allowed to cast a vote and each voter is only allowed to vote once. Moreover, to guarantee correctness it is required to have non-repudiation of votes, but also to guarantee anonymity of the voters. The challenging task is to apply all these requirements in the context of a large-scale application while guaranteeing strong assurances of anonymity and privacy.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) privacy of vote, non-repudiation of vote, anonymity of voter

F. Set Intersections

The problem of set intersections is one of the classical MPC problems. The problem is similarly stated to the privacy-preserving data mining problem. In a ‘big-data’ environment, set intersection applications can benefit from the TC and MPC approaches.

Problem 10. (Intersections) The problem states two or more parties that want to determine the amount of intersection between their private databases. Since the databases contain privacy-sensitive values, it is not possible to just share the data and perform analysis on the joint database. A solution must reveal the amount of how much the sets overlap (i.e. the number of intersecting elements) and/or the overlapping values; nonetheless, the remainder of the data values in each database must not leak any information.

Analysis. (Sensitive values) privacy of database values

V. REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA

In the following, we present the requirements and criteria for large-scale applications derived from the analysis of the use cases presented in Section IV. We split this analysis into two sections, whereby we discuss requirements for the design of prototypes for privacy-preserving multi-party large-scale applications in Section V.A and present criteria for the evaluation of these prototypes in Section V.B

A. Requirements for the Design of Large-Scale Prototypes

Each of the above stated use cases handles privacy-sensitive data values of several data owners. In order to collaboratively evaluate a function on these data values, the mutually distrustful parties have to find a way to share those values. However, data owners are not willing to disclose their data in a plain form, as it might leak any information on their privacy-sensitive data values. In addition to the protection of the input values, there is also the requirement that the computational function itself does not leak any information of the input values. Therefore, the first requirement derives from this problem.

Requirement 1. We require privacy-preservation of the input and output. We refer to the former as input privacy and to the latter as output privacy.

6See Yao’s Millionaires Problem [2].
A system that fulfills the input privacy requirement handles the input values in a confidential and integrity-preserving manner and does not leak any information on the private inputs. Moreover, a system fulfilling the output privacy requirement does not leak any information on the private inputs from the function evaluation.

Often even the participation in a collaborative function evaluation leaks information (e.g. participation in an auction of a high-value target) about individuals. On the other hand, non-repudiation of committed values (e.g. votes in an election) is desired. As a second requirement we state the following.

**Requirement 2.** We require anonymity of parties participating in the protocol. However, we also require non-repudiation of committed data values.

In addition to the security and privacy requirements, the function evaluation must result in the correct output, even in the presence of an adversary. Moreover, this requirement must hold even in the case of a majority of malicious parties (preferably, such a system is independent of the number of malicious parties).

**Requirement 3.** We require correctness of the function evaluation, in the presence of malicious parties.

Following the correctness requirement, we further harden such a system by requiring guaranteed output delivery of the result of the computational function evaluation.

**Requirement 4.** We require guaranteed output delivery of the function evaluation to all trustworthy and malicious parties.

To refine the requirement of output privacy, we introduce the approach of a privacy budget for the level of private information leaked by the output of the computational function. This 'budget' should be user-configurable and further improve on the accuracy of certain function evaluations.

**Requirement 5.** The parties should be able to maintain a privacy budget devoting the level of trust in the application.

In order to be deployable for real-world applications, such a system must be computable in a reasonable time. This is, however, dependent on the computational complexity of the function, the number of participants, and several other factors. Nevertheless, it represents a major factor in the selection of applications. Section B elaborates on criteria for efficient and scalable implementations.

**Requirement 6.** We require an efficient and scalable implementation of the privacy-preserving multi-party protocol.

### B. Evaluation Criteria of Large-Scale Prototypes

In the following, we discuss several metrics and criteria for the evaluation of a large-scale prototype. We split them into four groups — computational models, general criteria, large-scale criteria and additional metrics.

1) **Computational Models:** First, we introduce the communication model. The synchronous model defines an upper bound, known to all participating parties, on the time it takes for a message to reach the intended receiver. The asynchronous model, on the contrary, has no such limitations. However, in a real-world protocol, if a certain time threshold is exceeded, the computation has to either fail or to continue, whereas the correctness or guaranteed output delivery requirement suffers from such a model. In addition to the above stated models, one has to consider if there is a need for uni or bi-directional communication.

Secondly, we introduce the adversarial model. We consider an adversary as semi-honest if it tries to learn information of other parties’ input values, but strictly follows the given protocol. Furthermore, we consider an adversary as malicious if it tries to learn information of other parties’ input values, but is not limited in how it does that. Therefore, it can arbitrarily deviate from the protocol and block, modify or replay any message or synthesise falsified messages. Additionally, we consider an adversary as covert if it only deviates from the protocol when there is a high likelihood that it stays hidden. An adversary is assumed to be either static or adaptive. The former is limited to select the set of compromised parties prior to the protocol execution, whereas the latter does not have such limitations, and can adaptively compromise parties during protocol runtime. Consequently, we define the metric of fault tolerance, which represents the number of nodes an adversary can take over without compromising correctness or guaranteed output delivery.

2) **General Criteria:** In order to measure the effectiveness of an MPC protocol from a generic and high level viewpoint the following metrics can be examined. We note that these factors are typically stated in terms of computational complexity. First, this includes communication costs, such as the number and size of messages \((m, \ell)\) sent throughout protocol execution, and the number of parties \(n\). Secondly, it includes computational costs, such as the time and memory complexity \((O(n), O(m \cdot \ell))\) of a certain protocol. Thirdly, the latency metric defines the number of communication rounds \(d\) until the protocol terminates.

3) **Large-Scale Criteria:** For the evaluation of large-scale protocol instantiations the following metrics and criteria can be considered. First, this involves the usage of parallelization techniques to handle more parties simultaneously. Secondly, protocol instantiations can utilise offline and online phases. Thereby, precomputation of certain values, attestation or key exchanges can be handled in offline phases, while the message exchange is handled in the online phase of the protocol. Thirdly, the inclusion of hardware-assisted design is another criterion, whereby instruction set extensions such
as SIMD\(^8\) SHA-EXT\(^9\) and SGX (see Section III-C) are a good fit. Fourthly, this involves communication locality \(^{29}\), which states the number of nodes each party in the protocol has to communicate with. Finally, this includes load balancing \(^{29}\), which defines the balance of computational tasks each party in the protocol has to perform.

4) Additional Metrics: The following metrics can be seen as more generic and additional to the design of efficient long-term protocols that are not use case specific and therefore applicable to most MPC applications. Such metrics include the reusability of a protocol or parts of a protocol. This especially play an important role in the design of general or function-specific protocols. Moreover, when designing a protocol, it is important to keep the interoperability and a minimal design approach of the protocol in mind. This ensures the reusability of building blocks of the protocol and keeps it as lightweight as possible. Above all, the universal composability framework \(^{37}\) of Canetti defines a general-purpose model for the analysis of cryptographic protocols. Thereby, protocols remain provable secure even when arbitrarily combined with other protocol instantiations. Finally, this includes the privacy impact of certain functions. Typically, privacy is context-dependent and dependent on the quasi identifying information that an adversary already knows. However, if this information can be approximated, the privacy impact of the function can be used as a metric.

VI. CONCLUSION

Current implementations and protocols for practical MPC suffer from limitations and shortcomings, especially in a large-scale setting. These comprise a communication overhead, enormous key sizes in the implementation of fully homomorphic approaches, and the use of expensive operations when confronted with malicious parties. In this paper, we have proposed several use cases for the application in a large-scale and multi-party setting. These use cases handle sensitive data values of multiple parties and require privacy-preservation of each parties’ input and privacy-preservation of the result of the collaborative function evaluation. We have performed a restrictive analysis of those use cases, and derived requirements and criteria for the design and evaluation of privacy-preserving large-scale protocols in the multi-party setting.

Using these results as a foundation, we can now outline our planned research work in this direction. The research is split into two strands. The first strand involves working on the development of the TRE for data confidentiality management; the second strand involves working on privacy-preserving analytics. The former is using Intel® SGX instructions and techniques of the TC domain to build a TRE. This work is also focusing on architectural design decisions for large-scale deployment. The latter is focusing on the development of privacy-preserving algorithms running on the TRE. Additionally, it is concerned with the development of metrics to measure the privacy impact of functions and the introduction of the concept of a privacy budget in the MPC setting. Therefore, each work strand is implementing a prototype, utilising privacy by design and the architectural design of a large-scale deployment of the TRE.

Generally, the TRE makes an interesting assurance target: in Paverd’s work, he proves that his prototype is privacy-preserving. The extension of that project may prove other properties of a TRE too. In some ways such work narrows the gap between crypto-based MPC and our TRE approach.

Overall, this work is based on the development of large-scale applications in the multi-party setting, where we aim to achieve input and output privacy. It is hoped that this work will significantly improve the real-world applicability of such applications, and will lead to the first practical results in this setting.
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